
Prior learning Key new learning

• count up to at least four objects by saying one number 
name for each item

• count actions or objects which cannot be moved
• select the correct numeral to represent 1–4
• group a quantity of objects in diff erent ways

• say number names in order to at least ten
• develop one-to-one correspondence, though this 

may not be sustained for larger quantities or in more 
challenging situations

• recognise personally signifi cant numerals
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Importance of this unit

Talk about

1 Focus on 4
Starting point

Unit

Learning outcomes 
  Numbers 30–50 months: Separate a group of three or four objects in diff erent ways, beginning to recognise that the total 
is still the same

  Numbers 40–60+ months: Recognise some numerals of personal signifi cance
  Numbers 40–60+ months: Recognise numerals 1 to 5
  Numbers 40–60+ months: Counts up to three or four objects by saying one number name for each item
  Early Learning Goal Numbers: Children count reliably with numbers from 1 to 20 (this unit focuses on numbers 1 to 4)

Numbers are frequently used as labels – the 25 bus, telephone numbers, football shirts and so on. In this unit, the focus is on 
developing understanding of the ‘threeness of three’ and other numbers up to 4. Although children may already be able to 
say number names in order to 10, they need to strengthen their understanding of quantity value and secure their one-to-one 
correspondence.  

Children must master fi ve counting principles: one-to-one correspondence (allocating a diff erent number name to each 
object); the stable-order principle (recognising that the counting numbers are always in the same order); the cardinal principle 
(the fi nal number said in the count gives the total of the group – how many altogether); the abstraction principle (to count 
a group successfully, the fi rst three principles must be mastered); the order-irrelevance principle (recognising that it doesn’t 
matter which order you count things in, the total will always be the same). Children also need to subitise for small quantities, 
that is, recognise how many, without counting.

It is important to use precise mathematical vocabulary from the beginning. Ones is a more accurate word for the number to 
the right of the tens. The word units should be used for measures, e.g. centimetres, grams, litres, etc. A ‘unit’ is also one block of 
a value, so when using Base 10 apparatus, e.g. a single cube is a unit of 1, a stick is a unit of 10, a fl at is a unit of 100, a block is a 
unit of 1000.
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Reception, Unit 1, Starting point

Birthdays
Look at Talking and 
thinking picture 1.1. 
Talk about children’s 
experience of 
birthdays. How do 
we know how old 
the person in the 
picture is? Count 
sets of four objects 
in the picture. Tell 

children that they are going to concentrate on 4. Encourage 
children to clap four times and do other actions (nod, jump, 
stamp…) four times; encourage them to count the number 
of actions when someone else does them. Encourage 
children to carefully match saying the number name with 
each action. Then, look at a large number line or track. 
Count along together, emphasising the numbers up to 4. 

 Observe and listen
Do children accurately and confi dently match each action 
with the number they are saying? Do children recognise 
the numeral for four?

Which toy shall I buy?
Show children a 
purse and tell them 
that it has some 
pennies in it. Ask 
children to cover 
their eyes while 
you drop the coins, 
one at a time, into a 
metal pot. Ask: How 
many pennies do I 

have? Tip out the pennies and count together. Using Talking 
and thinking picture 1.2, discuss which toy you might buy.

Children take turns counting the pennies in their own 
purse and then dropping them into a pot for others to 
count.  They can then choose a toy to buy with their 
money.  Children can then work to make a toy shop using 
objects from the classroom. Provide pre-written and blank 
price labels to choose from.

 Observe and listen
Do children accurately count the coins by listening, 
watching or handling them? Do children recognise the 
numerals on the price labels? Do children attempt to write 
their own price labels?

Making music
Ask children what 
is happening 
in Talking and 
Thinking picture 
1.3. Do they know 
any number rhymes 
or songs? Sing 
some counting 
songs, perhaps 
some that are 

familiar from their nurseries. Use percussion instruments 
to accompany the singing. Give children plenty of practice 
to develop a steady beat; this is a necessary step on the 
way to developing secure one-to-one correspondence.

Ask children to shake or tap percussion instruments 
a number of times in response to a numeral being 
displayed.

 Observe and listen 
Are children able to keep a steady beat? Do children make 
the correct number of sounds?

Decorating play dough biscuits
Look at Talking and 
thinking picture 1.4. 
Talk about making 
play dough food 
and the colours of 
play dough. Ask: 
What is the same 
and what is diff erent 
about the biscuits? 
Cover the picture 

and ask which biscuit had the most counters. Look again 
at the picture and count the counters together. Draw out 
the fact that each biscuit has four counters, but they are 
arranged in diff erent ways.

Let children make their own play dough biscuits. Provide 
counters, birthday cake candles and other decorations. 
Encourage children to count the decorations they use, to 
arrange them in diff erent ways and to make comparisons.

 Observe and listen
Do children talk about similarities and diff erences? Look 
for children who have conservation of number (they 
recognise that the total remains the same, however the 
counters are arranged).

Enabling environments
1 Are there collections of objects to count such as shells, 

conkers, pebbles, feathers, sticks, etc. both indoors and 
outside?

2 Are there things to count in every area of your setting such 
as cutlery in the home corner, corks in the water tray, paper 
fasteners in the making area?

3 Do you regularly model counting for a purpose?

4 Do you share a number poem or counting song every day?

5 Are numerals visible throughout the setting and available 
to play with and use?

Starting point

Teacher’s Guide Early Years
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1 Focus on 4
Where’s the Maths in that?

Unit

Cross-curricular links

Activities

Prime areas
Personal, Social and Emotional Development (Managing feelings and behaviour): Birthdays are a valuable opportunity to 
rehearse numbers and counting and to make individual children feel special. They can also be diffi  cult for other children to 
cope with. Make time to ask who else is four, who will be fi ve next birthday and so on. 

Physical Development (Moving and handling): Fine motor skills are an important part of being able to count. Moving small 
objects as they are counted and counting on fi ngers requires sophisticated control. Give children diff erent-sized objects to 
count and manipulate. Number songs also give children practice in holding up diff erent numbers of fi ngers. Show children 
how they can use their thumb to hold down some fi ngers while holding up others. Provide lots of opportunities to play with 
modelling materials to help develop fi ne motor control, e.g. dough disco (manipulating dough to music).

Communication and Language (Listening and attention): Provide opportunities for children to count sounds. This will help them 
to develop their concentration and more focused listening skills such as listening to their friends or following instructions.

Specifi c areas
Understanding the World (People and communities): Ensure that you acknowledge the variety of languages that might be 
represented in your setting. A display which shows diff erent ways of writing the numeral 4 could help all children begin to 
recognise that numerals are arbitrary symbols to represent the true meaning of a number. Even at this early stage of learning to 
count, hearing other languages being used should not cause confusion. Having a recording of counting in the home language 
may be helpful for some children.

Expressive Arts and Design (Exploring and using media and materials): Being able to keep a steady beat is linked to children’s 
ability to read, count and develop one-to-one correspondence. Singing, dancing, clapping and using percussion instruments 
helps children to develop a sense of rhythm.

Number collage
Links: Expressive Arts and Design: Exploring and using media and materials; Being imaginative

Each child chooses a number and then chooses that number of a variety of objects to make a collage, e.g. if they have the 
number 4 they might choose four feathers, four buttons, four tissue paper circles and four silver stars which they then arrange 
on a piece of paper. This will reinforce children’s understanding of the ‘fourness of four’.

Resist the urge to give numeral templates for them to make their collage on as this will restrict children’s scope for arranging 
their objects. However, you could off er shaped paper; the number of sides of the shape corresponding to the chosen number, 
e.g. 1 = circle, 2 = semicircle, 3 = triangle, 4 = square or rectangle. Children create their collage on the shape: this would be a 
good opportunity to practise naming shapes, linking shape and number.

At fi rst children may want to stick their objects down as quickly as possible. Show them how you are carefully arranging 
and rearranging your objects, perhaps trying out diff erent-coloured backgrounds too. This is an opportunity to begin to use 
positional language. It will also help children to develop their understanding of conservation of number as they realise that, 
however the objects are rearranged, there is always the same number of each type. Once the collages are dry, invite children to 
look at each other’s art and work out which number they had chosen. It is important to value the creative element of the activity 
at least as much as the number element. Encourage children to pick out a feature that they like when talking about the artistic 
composition of their own and each other’s work. Since this will be challenging, scaff old and model this for children, e.g. I notice 
that Joe has thought very carefully about where to stick his feathers. Sumi, can you tell us why you chose a yellow background?

The artwork could also be the basis of a display that families and carers could be invited to look at, discuss and guess the 
chosen number.
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Reception, Unit 1, Where’s the Maths in that?

Activities (cont.)

Engaging parents

Buried treasure
Link: Understanding the World: The World

Encourage children to take turns to bury a known number of diff erent objects in the sandpit. These could include coins, shells, 
pebbles and small toys. Make sure that you off er a variety of materials. Invite children to challenge their friends to see how 
many of each object they can fi nd. Encourage them to use a variety of methods to separate the objects from the sand, e.g. 
magnets, sieves, spades, scoops and hands. If they have not found all of the objects, children should consider how they can be 
sure they have searched the whole area thoroughly.

It is important to encourage children to talk about their understanding of why some methods of fi nding the treasure worked 
better with diff erent objects. They may even begin to link the method to the size of the objects and the material that they are 
made from.

Develop the activity further by supporting the buriers to draw a map of where they hid the objects. This will help children to 
develop positional language. You could also link the activity to role play with pirates or archaeologists. Children can refer to 
their map to support the fi nders to locate missing objects. You could also use rice, compost, lentils or something else instead of 
sand. Remember, wet and dry sand behave diff erently, so provide them both to give children diff erent experiences.

Display the poster for this unit on your noticeboard.
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Recognising numerals 1–4

•  Recognise numerals 1–4.
•  Select the correct numeral to represent 1–4 

objects.
•  Record using marks that they can interpret and 

explain.
• Begin to subitise small quantities.

1a

Pedagogy pointers

Warming up

Focused exploration

Numerals are an arbitrary symbol to represent a quantity. There is nothing about 3, or any other numeral, to indicate its value. 
Numeral recognition will develop over time. Although numeral recognition is important, and the focus of this concept, bear in 
mind that the ‘twoness of two’ is more important than what the numeral 2 looks like at this stage.  

Be sure to focus on counting forwards until children are secure before extending to counting back. Choose your number songs 
carefully, and adapt those that count back to counting forwards where possible.

Share some counting rhymes, counting forwards to at least 4. Use props to support the rhyme. Display a number track and point 
to the matching numeral during the rhyme. Encourage children to show the matching number of fi ngers.

Place a wooden or solid numeral in a feely bag. Gradually reveal part of it, encouraging children to tell you which numeral it could be. 
Ask questions such as, What makes you think that? Could it be a diff erent numeral? Reveal the whole numeral. Count along the track 
together to the matching number. Extend the activity by revealing the numeral sideways or upside down.

How many in the box?
 • Display large labels of the numerals 1–4. Show children a collection of interesting boxes 

and explain that you have put some objects inside (chosen to match the interests of the 
children). Pass around a box, encouraging children to shake it and listen to the sounds to 
help them to estimate how many objects are inside. Listen to children’s responses and ask 
questions to focus thinking: Do you think that there is only one object in the box? Do you think 
that a hundred could fi t in the box? Reveal and count the objects and decide which numeral 
is needed to label the box. Repeat until there is at least one box for each numeral 1–4.

 • Show children Talking and thinking picture 1.5 and challenge them to match the boxes in 
the picture with the correct numeral.  Leave the boxes and labels for children to explore 
and provide larger boxes for children to hide in. 

 Observe and listen: Do children match the correct numeral to the objects after they have counted them? Are they able to talk 
sensibly about the quantity of objects in each box before they count them? Do they choose to continue the activity independently?

Sandpaper numerals
 • Provide large sandpaper or textured numerals. Ask children to run a fi nger along to feel how to form the numeral. Talk about 

the shape of the diff erent numerals, exploring what is the same and what is diff erent. Ask questions: Which number has got a 
curved/straight bit? 

 • Give children trays of damp sand to write the numeral in with a fi nger, replicating the movements they made on the sandpaper. 
Place some mini-whiteboards and pens alongside to encourage children to have a go at writing the numeral for themselves. 

 Observe and listen: Do children notice and talk about the diff erent shapes of the numerals? Do they trace them in a 
variety of ways with fi ngers, pencils, paint brushes or by running toy vehicles along the ‘numeral track’?

Unit

Resources and representations

Numerals, number track or number line, counting objects

Talking & 
thinking 1.5

Refl ect and 
review Autumn 1

CPD Video: Five 
counting principles

Newsletter
Week 2

Mathematical vocabulary
One, two, three, four, number, numeral, count, how many
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Reception, Unit 1, Concept a

Free-fl ow activities

Ensuring progress 

Characteristics of eff ective learning

Follow-up ideas

Home corner
Provide cutlery, crockery and utensils in cupboards within the home corner to give children the opportunity to count out what they 
need. Support children to consider what they will do during child-initiated play by asking questions to prompt use of number, e.g. 
How many people are going to be in the home corner? What will they be eating and what will they need? How many knives/forks/chop sticks 
will they need? There is a further opportunity for counting during tidy up time.

 Observe and listen: Do children arrange the correct number of place settings for their guests?

Mud kitchen
Number the hooks on a rack for hanging pots and pans. Label the pots and pans with corresponding numbers. Almost inevitably 
children will not put items back where they belong, so make it a routine to give specifi c instructions during tidy up time. Try to avoid 
focussing on the mess or giving a vague direction to ‘tidy up’.  Draw children’s attention to the numbered hooks and comment when 
they match an object to the correct hook.

 Observe and listen: Are children beginning to independently match the numeral on an object with another on a hook or shelf?  

Book corner
Include a wide range of counting books in the book corner, particularly those with large numerals. Provide appropriate props, 
including numerals, for children to share and act out the stories. It is worth spending time making the area attractive and comfortable 
so that children are more likely to choose to spend time there.

 Observe and listen: Are children noticing the numerals and counting the pictures?

Music
Sing number songs and rhymes yourself when you are doing something appropriate. Children may join in or follow your lead when 
they are engaged in a similar activity. It is also worth providing props to enhance children’s experience of number rhymes.

 Observe and listen: Do children join in with the number songs or rhymes? Do they initiate singing themselves?

Supporting understanding
For children who fi nd it diffi  cult to recognise numerals place fun numeral characters around the setting. When you are near one 
of the numerals, say Hello 3 and ask children what they think Number 3 might be doing. When you leave the area, say 
Goodbye 3! Include the numeral in an activity where relevant.

Broadening understanding
Encourage children to talk about familiar numbers such as house numbers, football player’s shirt numbers, telephone numbers 
and so on. Look for the numerals 1, 2, 3 or 4 within the larger familiar numbers.

Playing and exploring: Do children choose to have a go at mark-making numerals with a variety of materials (sand, 
whiteboard, chalk, shaving foam…)? Do children incorporate numerals into their self-initiated play? How are they using the 
numerals?

Active learning: Does the child check the numeral on their vehicle and park it in the correct parking bay? Do they check that 
they are correct, confi rming their choice? Do they notice numerals around the setting?

Creating and thinking critically: Are children prepared to change their ideas in response to another child’s comment? Do 
children use numerals in unexpected ways and talk about what they are doing?

 • Set up a parking area for bikes and scooters. Make and attach a laminated number plate, allocating a single numeral to each 
vehicle. Mark numbered parking bays to match the number plates. Children park their vehicle in the correct parking bay. 
Appoint two children as parking attendants to check that vehicles are correctly parked. Provide a list of the parking spaces 
for children to tick or mark make on. 

 • Provide a range of jigsaws with a number theme.
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Partitioning 41b

•  Separate a group of three or four objects in 
diff erent ways, beginning to recognise that the 
total is still the same.

•  Count up to three or four objects by saying one 
number name for each item.

• Subitise a group of up to four objects.

Pedagogy pointers

Warming up

Focused exploration

Through this concept, you’ll help children to develop ‘conservation of number’ (recognising that quantities of objects remain 
constant however they are arranged). You’ll also help them to subitise small quantities, see ‘numbers within numbers’, and 
recognise that larger numbers can be split in a variety of ways. These skills are important prerequisites to children learning to 
add and subtract with a secure conceptual understanding.

Show children several pictures, one at a time, of small arrangements of up to four objects. Ask children to shout out the 
quantity as soon as you reveal it, and then check by counting together. This will help them to realise that they do not always 
need to count small quantities to know how many. It will also give lots of counting practice for those children who need it. 
Extend by using actions instead of pictures. Ask children to call the number out at the end rather than counting along out loud.

Blanket hide and seek
 • Look at Talking and thinking picture 1.6 of children playing with, and hiding under, a 

blanket. Encourage the group to talk about what the children in the picture are doing, 
how many children they can see, how many they can’t see and how many children there 
are altogether. 

 • Provide a large blanket and choose four children. While the rest of the group close their 
eyes, some of the children hide under the blanket. Tell the rest of the group to open their 
eyes and shout out how many children they can see, and how many are hiding. 

 Observe and listen: Are children able to say how many children are hidden? Are 
some children able to explain how they know how many children are hidden?

Object matching
 • Display Talking and thinking picture 1.7, which shows a collection of four purses. Ask 

questions such as: What is the same and what is diff erent about the purses? Support children 
to concentrate on a single criterion, e.g. talking about ‘blue’ and ‘not blue’, rather than 
sorting by colour. Count the total number of purses in each group,  and emphasise the 
number name for each.  

 • Provide real objects to allow a greater range of properties to be explored including texture 
and weight. You could make collections and change them over the course of the year, e.g. 
leaves in the autumn and cards after Christmas, for instance.

 Observe and listen: Are children able to sort according to a criterion suggested by 
someone else? Do some children begin to suggest their own criterion?

Unit

Resources and representations

Small collections of interesting objects, numerals 1–4, 
large cloth or blanket

Talking & 
Thinking 1.6, 1.7

Refl ect and 
review Autumn 1

Newsletter
Week 3

Mathematical vocabulary
One, two, three, four, count, group, all, some, altogether

CPD Video: Five 
counting principles
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Free-fl ow activities

Reception, Unit 1, Concept b

Ensuring progress 

Characteristics of eff ective learning

Follow-up ideas

All areas
Time spent early in the school year helping children to self-regulate when deciding how many may play in each area will help 
them to take responsibility for their own behaviour and will also give opportunities for applying maths skills. In the long term it 
will also lead to a class that needs less managing by adults. 

There will be times when adults feel that the numbers that have chosen to play in a particular area is not sustainable; rather 
than stepping in too early to manage the situation stay close and be prepared to support children to negotiate and resolve the 
situation. When disputes arise, give time for all children to explain their point of view. Resist the urge to pass judgement on the 
children’s behaviour or to provide solutions. Instead, restate the problem and encourage children to suggest solutions. Where 
suggestions are vague, such as ‘sharing’ or ‘taking turns’ support them to be more specifi c, e.g. ‘we will cut the play dough in 
half’ or ‘I will ride the car once around the playground and then Tia will ride it once around the playground’. Some areas may 
lead to more disputes than others; enlist children’s support in coming up with longer term solutions. Perhaps more play dough 
needs to be made, more dolls purchased from charity shops or a booking system devised which allows all children to have 
access to more expensive limited resources such as the bikes and trikes.

 Observe and listen: Do children listen to each other? Are they able to use their understanding of numbers to talk about 
the problems and the solutions?

Supporting understanding
Continue to count using objects that are diff erent to each other (such as other children, or soft toys). This will support children 
to understand that the quantity stays the same if the objects are rearranged, even when some of them are hidden.

Broadening understanding
Using identical counters is more challenging. You could also encourage children to partition numbers of objects that they 
cannot see by asking questions or making comments such as: There are two children and two grown-ups in my family, so that is 
four people altogether.

Playing and exploring: Do children initiate number games with other children that they have previously played with an adult?

Active learning: Do children use their understanding of number in practical situations, e.g. when sharing out resources fairly 
with their peers?

Creating and thinking critically: Do children develop their ideas about grouping objects, e.g. when dividing an odd number 
of fl ower bulbs between two pots, planting more in the larger pot?

 • Arrange groups of autumn bedding or bulbs in a fl ower bed, supported by an adult thinking aloud about the possibilities of 
where the plants could be placed. This will help children to recognise that small quantities can be arranged in many diff erent 
ways.

 • Use an interactive whiteboard to show and move pictures that are closely matched to children’s interests.
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Maths focus
The focus of this game is on counting accurately and subitising quantities up to four. The variation with numeral cards supports 
the recognition of the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4.

On target!
Gameboard

Resources

Further activities

How to play

Pedogogy pointers

Coloured counters, two sets of numeral cards 1–4 or two 
sets of spot cards 1–4, cut out of General resource sheets 
1 and 2

Playing with real targets is even more fun for children. 
Playground chalks can be used to make targets. Balls, 
beanbags (or even water pistols) can be used. Either look 
at number cards, or for a more challenging version, count 
the number of claps made by someone else to see which 
one to aim for. 

An indoor version of this activity could be made with 
scrunched up paper used for balls. Targets could be drawn 
on paper, or provided by small containers labelled with 
the numerals 1, 2, 3 and 4. Players could each be given four 
missiles and after their turn could count to see how many 
landed on each numeral.

This is a game for up to four players. The object is to cover all 
of the targets in your section with a counter. All of the spot 
cards are turned face down. The fi rst player turns over a card, 
everyone who has the corresponding number on their part 
of the gameboard covers it with a counter. The next player 
then turns over a card. Play continues until the fi rst player 
has covered all of their targets and shouted ‘On target!’.

 • Using numeral cards means that children can match 
the numeral that they can see to the one on their 
gameboard.

 • Show the spot cards for a limited period to encourage 
children to subitise.

Unit

1
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On target!

The purpose of the game is to cover all of 

the targets with a counter.

•  Place all of the spot cards or all of the 

numeral cards face-down.

•  The fi rst player turns over a card and

calls the number. All players who have

that number can then cover it with a counter.

• Players take turns to turn over a card. 

•  The game continues until the fi rst player

has covered all of their numbers.

• They then shout ‘On target!’ and are declared the winner.

•  You could follow this up by making some target games at home. 

Playground chalks are cheap and can be used to make targets on 

the ground (the marks will be washed away next time it rains). 

•  Challenge your child to throw a ball, beanbag or to squirt a water 

pistol at the marks. Alternatively, clap a certain number of times and 

see it they can work out which number to aim at.

•  An indoor version of the game can be made by providing small 

numbered containers as targets or writing the numbers on paper. 

Scrunched up paper can be used to aim at the targets.

You need:
   counters (alternatively

use buttons or dried 

beans)

   two sets of numeral 

cards numbered 1, 2, 

3, 4 or two sets of spot 

cards with 1, 2, 3 and 4 

spots on. (General 

resource sheet 1 or 2)

   Gameboard 1

How to play

Further activities

PCM 
1

Unit

1
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